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Most people are believers, there are very few 

critical thinkers...

...most scientists are like most people

Bill Howell

The Litany: ...whereas environmentalists and many scientists 

would have you believe that everything is getting seriously 

worse, across almost the full gamut of environmental issues 

things are actually getting better, no - much better... 

approximate message of Bjorn Lomborg

How does one explain the failure of education and 

experience in overcoming group blindness?
...are scientists the new priests and monks?...? is populism ruining science?



Key Messages of the Presentation

1.  Climate Change: the climate has always changed, it is 

changing, and it always will change
● anthropogenic (man-made) effects ?are barely? significant, but 

much smaller than "natural" variations

2. processes at different timescales

2.  Cause & effect: simplistic, "natural", 1 ky view
1. Astronomy -> temperature -> climate (including CO2)

2. CO2 isn't a primary driver (and won't lead to a catastrophe)

3.  Adaptation: the only "remedy" that makes sense

1. for anthropogenic or natural changes

2. pace further research over long term – no panic



Timescales for global mean temperatures

?Astronomy – passage through the spirals of the galaxy?

(last 570 My) Geology – mountain formation

Extremely high [CO2] levels OK – 25 times present day levels?

Rise of C4 plants

(last 8 My) ?what happened to marine biology?

Glacial record Astronomy - insolation and orbital precession

(last 400 ky)    –> effect of Jupiter, Saturn, Venus

Agricultural Age Agriculture – clearance of forests

(last 8 ky)

From the ?Renaissance?Astronomy - ?Milankovic? sunspot cycles, Maunder interval

(last 700 y)
Mann graph of temperatures used by IPCC

Modern Industrial Era ?Anthropogenic – industrial emissions of CO2

(last 150 y) ?Agriculture, Urbanization – land coverage/ use

Seasonal Astronomy – tilt of earth's axis

(last year!)

Phanerozoic Era 

Botany – gynosperms to angiosperms 130 to 80 my ago

Botany – C4 grasslands/ steppes, preconcentrate CO2

Milankovic = wobble of axis?

temperature swings >60 Celcius in Canada



Timescales – why is history important?

To destroy some popular misconceptions
climate is "naturally stable"

CO2 drives temperature Temperature drives CO2!!! 

climate always has changed, it is changing, and it 
always will change,...irrespective of 
anthropogenic effects

recent CO2 and temperature 

changes are large

recent and projected T changes due to 
anthropogenic effects are modest in scale and 
rapidity compared to "natural" changes across all 
timescales

CO2 correlates with temperature 

since ~1850

Other than a general rise in both variables, CO2 
does NOT correlate with T!!!

CO2 is the main variable affecting 

temperature

CO2 is a minor variable at best, affecting T only 
indirectly.  Many other variables affect T directly 
and/or are vastly more important than CO2.

the "precautionary principle" 

demands radical action

Adaptation continues to be the key response by 
mankind – as it always has been!  Given the large 
natural swings in climate, eliminating 
anthropogenic CO2 effects wouldn't help much.



Phanerozoic CO2
Royer et al – critique of Veizer&Shaviv

note;

Current [co2]=250-350 PPM i.e. 1/25 of past levels

the previous low is due to what at 350 my

authors do not explain t cycles



Geocarb Model



cosmic radiative flux and Phanerozoic 

Climate not the right graph



C4 Plants



C4/ C3 Plant Crossover

...Missing humidity



Glacial Period
Temperature, CO2, Methane



Agricultural Effects?



Solar Variability since ?Renaissance? 

Wrong graph!

 ... I need Tapping's or some 

other T vs sunspot vs other

...need to show Mann/IPCC 

fraud



Sunspots – last 120 years



Seasonal Temperatures – Ottawa

...I need a graph of average Ottawa temperatures...


